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Class Summary:
Delivering a residential project is not only about the latest technology and workflows, but
understanding how solutions can interact and affect broader social policy issues to address the UK
housing crisis. What BIM can offer is:
•
•
•
•
•

To deliver at scale and speed
To allow off-site house manufacturing, to address the skills shortage
To reduce the time for coordination and defects
To reduce waste of materials and to improve health and safety from the inception of the
project to its completion
To reduce disruption to local communities, contribute to smart building and city planning.

However these ideas all rest on the presumption that the construction industry has not only fully
utilised the latest technology but is implementing workflows in the most efficient way allowing for
continuous flow of data and asset management for all parties: the developers, the designers, the
builders and last but not least the users.
The objective of this class is to understand in practical terms what BIM Level 2 for a residential project
means, why we need standards and how beginners users can start implementing these daily in Revit
workflows to deliver a BIM Level 2 residential project.

Introduction: What is BIM Level 2, and why implement on residential projects?
In 2018, commissioned by the Centre for Digital Built Britain, the Cambridge Centre for Housing and
Planning research published a study on “BIM in the UK house building industry: opportunities and
barriers to adoption”. The study details the benefits of BIM and how they have been recognised in the
construction industry in general. It also investigates barriers for adoption of BIM in the residential
sector, which, despite its lead among other sectors by area of a built floor, lacks the same momentum 1.
Some of the barriers to the adoption of BIM in the housing sector reported are:
• Scale – failure to understand how even a small-scale development can benefit from technology advancements
• Standardisation – failure to understand why and how current standards are implemented daily for project development.
• Technical barriers – a significant investment for appropriate software and personnel training
• Lack of end-user engagement – inability to understand how the end user can be engaged in the process and the role of
COBie data
• Limited availability of manufacturer’s BIM object for domestic purposes

A large residential development, of course,
is more likely to capitalise on the use of BIM
and see the advantage that this process can
offer in terms of standardisation and scale.
However, the benefits of BIM are only
present if implemented from the very start
of a project.
BIM is not a software, and unlike
technology, it must be fully understood for
the user to take advantage of its power,
“experiments” in such environment might
be costly for clients and design teams.
Successful BIM team on a residential
project understands client’s specific
requirements, how they can be fulfilled by
the use of BIM software, how to process
information at each stage without
compromising on the quality of geometry
or other data, how the end user can benefit
from the process.
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Figure 1: Data source: Valuation Office Agency, 2012; DCLG, 2016; ONS, 2017)

But what is meant by BIM Level 2 exactly, and why do we need it in the residential sector and what
should we consider before the start?
In 2011 the UK Government published a strategy aimed at reducing the cost of public sector assets up to 20% by 2016.
Part of this strategy was the adoption of the collaborative 3D BIM process, including asset information, documentation in
electronic format, on all publicly procured projects. A range of levels where introduce to describe the maturity levels this
process can go through.

Burgess, Dr Gemma, Jones, Michael and Muir, Kathryn. BIM in the UK house building: opportunities and barriers to
adoption. March 2018.

1
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Figure 2: Levels of Maturity, source BSI: https://bim-level2.org/

Looking at Figure 2, at the very bottom of the maturity scale, we can find the typical CAD based office
environment, uncontrolled and not fully coordinated. The process of drawing production and
information is based on 2D information- Level 0.
A step above Level 0 is the office that has taken a step further. Models are used in conjunction with
2D graphical or non-graphical information. The office can use these models for various purposes from
visualisation to quantity take offs. However, Level 1, despite its opportunism, does not describe a
collaborative environment.
At Level 2, collaboration is introduced between all the parties working towards delivering a particular
project. It is a collaborative process based on specific standards for the model definition and
information exchange. What separates Level 2 from other levels is the commitment towards
multidisciplinary collaboration. Moreover, the more collaboration there is, the more standardisation
is need to allow for it. At level 2 successful team would adopt the same procedures and available
specifications for model production.
Level 3, currently not fully defined, represents the idea of open BIM. This level is the construction
industry’s ultimate goal. It would bridge the gap between communities, planning authorities,
construction team and end users.
A large residential development can adopt any of the levels of maturity. However, BIM Level 2 would
significantly improve the coordination process and reduce cost if used wisely. The prime building asset
to be delivered on any residential project is the Accommodation Unit 1. Depending on the Employer’s
requirements, a BIM model can be used for visual purposes, for data management, for facility
management or for all of the above. These uses should be set out from the start, preferably at the
Design Brief Stage, they define how the team would set up a project and what workflows would be
used to deliver it. It is often implied that BIM Level 2 is a client-driven process. This leaves the
impression that the implementation of BIM to Level 2 would only benefit the client. It is true that a
project with client requirements in place gives a better foundation and sets out clear goals. However,
not all employers from the residential sector fully understand the specific terminology and
administration that comes with BIM Level 2 implementation. The EIR is an important document, and
1 Accommodation Unit: In this class refers to a type of residential entity to be delivered on a project including all assets of
typical living environment i.e. doors, walls, furniture and fittings etc.
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its content can be scarce, plentiful or just enough to cover the client’s idea of what is to be delivered.
The more detailed EIR does not necessarily grant a better project outset- if it is pre-populated with
standard “placeholder” information, it may cause the design team unnecessary workload and delays
in the production of information.
Ideally, a client requesting BIM Level 2 would specify the key industry standards to which the team
would have to adhere. In the case, these are not adequately and explicitly identified some of the
primary standards for the collaborative production of information to BIM Level 2 (as defined in the UK)
are available online free of charge. 1
• BS 1192:2007 + A2:2016 (superseded by BS EN ISO 19650) - Collaborative production of architectural,
engineering and construction information. Code of practice
• PAS 1192-2:2013 (superseded BS EN ISO 19650) - Specification for information management for the
capital/delivery phase of construction projects using building information modelling
• PAS 1192-3:2014 - Specification for information management for the operational phase of assets using
building information modelling (BIM)
• BS 1192-4:2014 - Collaborative production of information. Fulfilling the employer’s information
exchange requirements using COBie. Code of practice

Once the model use and the project standards are defined, the second most important information
the team would need to determine is the Level of Model Development(LOD). The LOD is a term
frequently used in BIM administration documents and often defined by the following equation:
Level of Development(LoD) = Level of Detail(LOD) + Level of Information(LOI)
This equation identifies the main team target in terms of Model and Data production. If misunderstood
or misinterpreted, a team might fail to deliver the project on time and as required.
BIMForum’s Guide to the LOD Specification (American):
https://bimforum.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/LOD-Spec-2019-Part-I-and-Guide-2019-04-29.pdf
NBS Toolkit Guide for LOD(UK):
https://toolkit.thenbs.com/definitions

The Level of Detail relates to the graphical/geometrical content of the model. It should be a pointer
for any model author/ BIM manager of what is to be modelled and what not to be. In this class, we will
look into efficient workflows for developing the Level of Detail in Section 2.
A typical example, but not limitation, of Level of Information, is the COBie 2 data delivery that is
associated with every BIM Level 2 project and that often gets misunderstood by some parties. For this
class, let’s simplify the definition of COBie and clear the mist around its purpose and production from
the very start. COBie, simply put, is an asset register. If the main asset of a residential development it
the Accommodation Unit, then that entity represents the minimum deliverable of the asset register.
The asset register can contain information about the living spaces, their typology, their number or
name and potentially each of the sub-assets and their identity data ranging from nominal sizes to

1

Standards. BIM Level 2. [Online] https://bim-level2.org/standards.
Operation Building information exchange

2Construction
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manufacturer’s specific details and installation data that in its raw form (as given to the building
operation manager or team) might look like Figure 3.
A few common misconceptions about COBie are:
•

COBie is a subset of the BIM model, and it is automatically produced from the model.

•

COBie is an excel spreadsheet and can be delivered separately.

•

Any data in the BIM Model is COBie data.

•

COBie as a requirement does not need client input as it is predefined.

Figure 3: COBie Space tab data in Excel. Some values are not “automatic” and have to be calculated. Source: BIM Interoperability Tools

Without getting into the details of every single bit true or false about COBie, let’s look at the minimum
requirements and how they define the practical workflow. As already mentioned, the minimum asset
would always be the accommodation unit- effectively, this is the Space tab at the bottom of the
spreadsheet in Figure 3. The Space as an asset can contain a lot of important information about the
residences that any client would want to be delivered either as COBie or as an accommodation
schedule- number, name, types, area, classification are some of the key properties listed in this tab.
Spaces are the minimum requirement and the most important one because they define the location
of many other building assets that would be serviced and maintained for the operational lifespan of
the building, such as mechanical equipment and services, these would also more likely require
replacement parts at some point of the building use. Therefore, it is essential that all Spaces are
itemised and adequately and consistently named according to either the client’s preferences or a
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specific standard. Naming conventions are not just another requirement; their purpose is to allow
users to structure and extract data at any point of the project development. Without agreed hierarchy
or object naming convention, a simple process can turn into a laborious task.
Thankfully, there are tools integrated into the BIM workflows designed to help with the collecting,
collating and extraction of data for asset register. In Revit, the primary tool for setup and mining of
COBie is the BIM Interoperability Tools Addin. With its help, the users can set up appropriate
parameters for the required assets, map them, assign a classification to objects and extract the data
in the proprietary format. However, not every data and field is automatically filled in. The properties
mapping tool part of BIM Interoperability Tools is useful when a lot of the information has been input
in alternative parameters, and the user can map empty parameters to fields already filled with data.
However, the tool only allows these parameters to be “mapped” on export to excel, meaning that the
original data in the “mapped” parameters will stay empty in the model- the link between the data and
the asset register will be lost. To avoid mistakes, both the asset and its data should match in terms of
properties at any given time. In this class, we will explore workflows for data management in Section
3.
It is easy to get lost in project documentation, requirements schedules, programs before a project has
even started. Sometimes the level of information, the introduction of “new” BIM acronyms like MPDT,
MIDP, COBie, BEP, PIM, AIM etc. is overwhelming for the task team members and their project
managers who are new to the process. Quite often the admin part of the job is underestimated or
completed for the sake of having a document in the archive. While all the documentation is intended
to serve first and foremost as a contractually binding document, the use and implementation of BIM
documents can have a direct link to the residential BIM model. A relationship that exists not only to
remind of current project deliverables but also, with the appropriate workflow, to help with production
and collaboration of information.
Tip 1: Act early to reduce the impact on progress later. Analyse project deliverables, collate everything
in a schedule format- it will save time if users decide to use it at a later stage. Dynamo offers excellent
benefits in terms of time-saving if the team already has some of the project requirements in Excel
spreadsheet format. The Mac Leamy Curve (Figure 4) is applicable for all BIM projects- most of the
workload is input early on and decreases before or during construction with coordination advancing at
the same time. The difference between a BIM workflow and a typical CAD workflow is that a traditional
CAD approach has less ability to impact cost and most of the drawing production and specification
happens parallel to technical design/ construction.

Figure 4: Mac Leamy Curve. Source TheBIMHub.
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Workflow:
“The sequence of industrial, administrative, or other processes through which a piece of work
passes from initiation to completion.”
Meta Data & Hierarchy

LOD Progress
(Volumes & Units Models)
Drawing Production

Setup
LOI Progress
(Transfer of Data between
assets/units)

Figure 5: General Workflow on BIM Level 2 Project leading to Drawing Production

1. Workflows for Site Setup
Every project goes through the preparation and setup stage. For a large residential project one of the
essential steps, in the beginning, is probably setting up the site, adopting same coordinates across
different discipline models and setting up the various volumes (blocks) a residential project would be
split into 1. It is essential to define separate volumes for two reasons. First, there is only so much data
a work shared model can handle. Even with a significant investment in the latest technology, splitting
a large site into manageable portions is preferred for modelling purposes but also for organising
drawings and generally for coordination. Second, a defined volume strategy helps in organising the
team. Regardless of the modelling strategy, the team would use for developing internal layouts (highly
repetitive most of the time), the file size should be considered. Most of the employers, BIM managers
would typically consider a model limit up to 300MB. The 300MB file size requirement applies to a
purged from unused items and views model. The original/ central model a team will be working would
typically exceed that size, especially given the fact that file size increases with information and new
views created for drawing purposes.
When talking about volume strategy and file size management, it is essential to note that it is not all
about storage size. File size and computational/processing power are dependent. In Revit, the Rule of
20 applies:
Any Central file will need approximately 20 times its file size in available RAM. So using this
rule, a 100MB Revit central file will consume approx. 2 GB of RAM. Linked Revit models require
the same amount of RAM as their file size!
Consider that rule at the very beginning and quickly make an estimation depending on the numbers of
Accommodation Units that would be needed in a block. Then consider linking all blocks together and
the amount of power that would be required from the user’s computer to work in that model.
Here is an example test of a Unit multiplied by 10 and its respective size (in a purged model). Note that
there are no views or any other modelling so these are minimal but when multiplied by 250 for example
and if we consider a tender submission with views and sheets, then the size will grow exponentially.

ISO19650 refers to this volume strategy as a Federation strategy for “simultaneous working” i.e:
“A federation strategy to allow simultaneous working should define the spatial boundaries within which each task team should
locate the systems, components or construction elements it is responsible for.”
1
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As it can be seen in Figure 6, it is tempting to
build models by linking in Accommodation
Units. However Revit the Rule of 20 should be
taken into account.

Figure 6: File size test. Model Groups vs. Linked Files for Units

There are a few techniques and tips to reduce that size and make working in a Central file manageable:
•
•
•

Audit and compact a central model regularly
Purge unused groups or links
Use worksets for teamwork management. Consider splitting a model into separate parts i.e.
externals, internals, structural etc.

On a BIM Level 2 project, there will be a requirement for each of the models to be named according
to the relevant standards. According to ISO 19650 all information containers (including models) should
follow the strategy in Figure 7.

Figure 7: ISO 19650-2, Information Containers for identification within the Common Data Environment.

Therefore, a suitable naming strategy that describes either the construction sequence or another
relevant aspect of the development is a must. For example, a good way to think about naming volumes
would be to consider the construction phases. Each phase might have multiple volumes, and it would
be best to associate the phasing sequence with an alphabetic letter. This letter constitutes the first
character of the volume reference.
Each block or model entity, part of a
specific phase, could be then
separated by a number. A volumetric
strategy helps information to be
easily located and refer to in a
collaborative project. Once the
volumes are agreed, the team should
start thinking of the specific Model
management workflow that will be
implemented on a residential project.
A few options are available of which
Workflows 1&2 below are most
popular.
Figure 8: Example of site phasing plan. Numbers define phasing sequence.

Tip: Phasing plans are not only good for federation strategy, they can also be used for key plans on sheets.
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Model Management Workflow 1
In Workflow 1, the project team creates container models for each discipline, and any submodels are
linked within these as attachments, allowing the sub-models to be visible when the host model itself
is linked. All of the disciplines models are linked to one Content Manager Model (CM). Each
organisation would have its CM model. The purpose of this model is the production of drawing
information. This workflow, albeit seemingly centralised, is not the most convenient one, because
every time a model author needs to modify the geometric content of specific drawing, he/she will have
to open a linked model first, reload the changes after in the CM. In terms of designer/architecture
content, the CM model can become so dense that it is practically unusable because it would involve
multiple models with very high volumes of either model groups or linked instances.

Content Manager model. Used for
production of all views/drawings.

CM

All other models split by discipline.
Sub-models set to linked as
"Attachment"

SWI

TOPO

Context

ARC

Other

STR

MEP

Other

ResiUnits

Figure 9: Example of a centralised Content Manager Workflow hierarchy.

Model Management Workflow 2
With Workflow 2, each design team members have their discipline model container(s). The containers
can be divided into multiple volumes, with linked-in containers of information. Every drawing that is
published originates from any of the containers. Because a large site is likely to have a topographic
survey and existing elements, it is beneficial to create a sitewide (SWI) model. Typically, the SWI model
is used for linking all of the volumes together and producing plans, sections or elevations in the broader
context of the development. As such, the SWI model might also require a conceptual model of existing
buildings in the even broader city context. By the time all of the models are advanced to a level of
development suitable for construction, the SWI model would have multiple links, each of which 300MB
or quite often more. It is best to keep the context model separate and only use it when required for
reference- it should not be edited as it
only represents the context and it
would not be used for the production
of any drawings. For faster handling of
the SWI model, it is advisable that every
linked model is put on a separate
workset. To avoid delays in regenerating views, often due to the size
of the model, each team member
should open only the required workset
at the start.
The most important model, in terms of Figure 10: Example structure for model management. Workflow 1.
interdisciplinary collaboration, is the
Coordination Model (CO). The purpose of such a model is not to host all other models but to publish
coordinates to other models. The CO does not contain geometry, only information that would be used
for setting out or monitoring of shared levels and grids. This model often includes the site survey and
project and survey base point that are shared across all collaborating teams. A workflow for setting up
a coordination model as part of Demo 1- Site Setup in this class.
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DEMO 1: SITE SETUP COORDINATION FILE
1. Start with cleaning up the site survey in AutoCAD- purge object and layers and set all object
styles to “by layer”, make sure units are set to millimetres. Note down the survey station
coordinates that you will use to set out a survey base point. These coordinates will be recorded
in the BIM Execution Plan and must be agreed with the whole team beforehand.
2. Create Site Coordination Revit file (CO). Go to Visibility Graphics/ Site and make sure the
Project Base point and Survey Base point are visible (off by default). Link the Survey DWG by
using Auto-Centre to Centre.

3. Unclip PBP and SBP and move them to the station which coordinates will be used. Clip the
points down and type in the NE coordinates as set out in the Survey. This step ensures that
your survey and the points that you have clipped in the station location will move respectively
to their real-world coordinates. Save the CO file.
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At the end of Step 3 the PBP and the SBP are in the same place. However, it is advisable that the project
base point is a point at intersection of any known grid. For example intersection of grid GA & G1 at volume
A1. The SBP defines real world coordinates where PBP is used to set out coordinates relative to the project
“origin”.

4. Open a new project file (P1). Create two model lines at the centre of the PBP&SBP at the 0,0,0.
This would allow you to reference the origin of an empty model once linked in the CO file.
5. Open the CO file. Link the project file using Auto- Centre to Centre. Using the model lines of
P1 move it to SBP (from Step 3). Go to Manage/ Coordinates/ Publish Coordinates and select
the linked model. Use default properties. Your P1 file and CO file now share the same site
coordinates. However, what is missing here is that the PBP is not set out in its correct location
yet. Steps 6-9 demonstrate project orientation and Coordination of the PBP.

For Steps 6-9 you need either the coordinates of your project that have been agreed to be used for setting
out a point or an underlay of a ground floor plan(it could be a simple outline as well), and the phasing
plan with an overlay of the conceptual massing of residential blocks. In this scenario, it is assumed that
the grids of all building block are still not known, but the shape and external boundary of some at least is.

Link a DWG with a shape or Grid of your first block in the P1 file. Position the DWG relative to the
model Lines you have placed in step 4. Rotation of the DWG, as well as the Model Lines, is to Project
North, orientation as placed on a drawing sheet. Save the file.
6. Open the CO file and modify the visibility setting of the linked P1 model to “by Linked View”
selecting the view you have used in step 6. Then move the link from its current location (the
Surveyed station point) to the actual location on site (by referring to a phase plan with massing
overlay). Move and rotate as needed.
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7. You will receive a warning message showing that the project has moved from its shared
position- this is right because you want to associate and move the project base point in the CO
site model and share its coordinates one last time to the P1 file. Go to Manage/ Coordinates/
Publish Coordinates again and publish the new coordinates.
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8. Save the CO file and confirm
the new coordinates of the
P1 file. To confirm you can
go back to your P1 file and
link in the CO file, set by the
linked view so you can see
the survey as well as the
concept phasing of the site.
Switching between True
north and Project north will
re-orient the view, your P1
PBP will have acquired the
rotation to the True North
from the site file. You can
use spot Coordinates to
confirm Local or Real Word
Coordinates.
This is a useful workflow for every site setup. Also, once grids and levels are known in all blocks, they
can be copy/monitored so that the CO file becomes the project coordination file. As the CO file should
be shared across all teams, every time someone moves a grid or a level it would be recorded in the file
and the team will have a way of keeping track of coordination.
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2. Workflows for Project Development
After agreeing on the volumetric strategy and Site setup, the design team can proceed with what is
usually considered the most time-consuming stage of a large residential project- the development or
residential layouts. While it is tempting to just skip to modelling and developing the design, it is also
essential to consider how every new residential volume can be set up consistently and quickly, what
aspects of the design might change by instruction of client and how the team can minimize the time
spent on adopting any changes resulting either from client decisions or project coordination. The
following section is split into two parts: Project Setup and Project Development.

2.1 Project Setup
“Few Clicks” Workflow for Parameters Setup
When working on multiple residential volumes at the same time, it is crucial that each team is familiar
with the parameters that would drive project data output or are requested by the client, these
parameters would often be associated with Shared Parameter File in Revit. For example, some
parameters might refer to a type of Accommodation Unit or its occupancy, dimensional property of a
particular type of construction, typical building storey height, internal layouts tolerance, structural
setting out dimension. Each of these should stay consistent at all times through all residential volumes.
But every time a new parameter is required a team member will have to go through multiple clicks to
create and associate a parameter with the proper object(s). This may not seem like a big deal in the
beginning, but what about when multiple Project Parameters start to appear and someone makes a
mistake typing their name, or when someone uses the incorrect parameter? To avoid data
misplacement, consider setting Shared parameters from the very start. Luckily Dynamo can offer help.
Dynamo is an open source visual programming, meaning that with very few instructions, a user can
eliminate laborious task and achieve consistency in setting up a project. Furthermore, the Dynamo
community is an excellent source of information and a place where everyone can ask for help. So the
Revit user doesn’t have to be an expert. By utilising a simple Dynamo graph (Appendix A, D1) the user
can eliminate all the “clicks” associated with setting up Shared or Project Parameters. All that is
required is a simple Excel sheet that can be used and reused on all residential projects in the office
(Figure 11).

Figure 11: Excel and Dynamo Graph for Shared Parameter Setup.
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“Few Clicks” Workflow for Worksets Setup
Another way to automate the project process is to think about worksets, how they would be utilised
so that users and model authors can selectively open them and advance the model without interfering
or slowing down other users and how to set them consistently on all newly created residential blocks.
Dynamo can do that with a single column data in Excel so that users don’t have to type or copy/paste
the worksets name manually. And this workflow can be reused on many other projects. (Appendix A,
D2)

Auto Initial Setup
Workflows with Dynamo can be created for pretty much every laborious task. What BIM Level 2 can
offer is a framework of standardising information that Dynamo can efficiently deliver. We have already
mentioned some of the documentation and admin that comes with every BIM Level 2 project. For
example, an Information Requirement Schedule, or MIDP in BIM terms, can be used for setting up an
entire set of drawing sheets, including views placed on these sheets and levels associated with them,
before the project has even started. This is possible if there is agreement on strategy for information
sharing and collaboration. Because drawings are “cut” from the model directly, it is easy to create a
list of views and levels and sheets associated with the volume, level, working package etc.
With a little bit of effort, Dynamo graph and an
Excel sheet that maps the correct information
together, hundreds of views can be set up in
just a few minutes. The requirements for fully
automated process are:
• A scope box, placed in the position where the
residential block will be build or around the
conceptual mass form of a building
• An Excel Spreadsheet with tabs for levels and
their elevations; names of views required,
names of sheets
• Title block with parameters referencing the
building Volume, level, drawing type, originator
role
• An empty drafting view for all the sheets that
don’t have views associated from the beginning
Figure 12: Automated Workflow for project setup with Project Levels,
Views, and Sheets generated automatically.
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Project Development
When it comes to project development for a large residential project, there are various options to
advance the Level of Detail. A good workflow is one that would allow for any design changes to be
easily accommodated with as little impact on drawings, minimising the time needed for new revisions
to be issued.
This class is focused on techniques for the development of the internal arrangements. If used correctly,
these workflows can decrease the time needed for the production of construction information.
Use of Global Parameters
The definition of Global Parameters (GP):
“Parameters that can be simple values, values derived from equations, or values taken from the model
using other global parameters.”
The GP can be associated with project parameters, family parameters or extract/ constraint a
geometry in the model. However, what does all that mean for a residential project? Let’s take a
practical example. Let’s assume we are working on a multiple residential blocks part of the same
development but all with a slightly different finish floor levels, and variable floor construction.
Sometimes it is difficult to remember all the floor to floor building heights. Of course, these can be
easily extracted from a schedule or from cutting a section through the building. Another way to get
the whole picture at a glance is to use GP to associate them with the Building storey heights (Figure
13).

For modelling tricks

Reporting Parameters Assosiated
with the dimension between levels
(in a Section View)

Figure 13: Global Parameters (green). Reporting GP associated with floor Heights and not reporting with typical floor buildups.

GPs can be added for different floor build-ups and quickly with a formula extract the usable floor height
of each storey when modelling or extracting data. What is great about GPs is that they can change
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multiple conditions from a single input. We can also go back and rethink the Employer’s Information
requirement and realise that these would be driving a lot of the design and its changes. As such, we
can easily pre-populate a project with already known client specification that can relate to minimum
dimensions, materials specifications, construction preferences etc. Furthermore, GPs are a great way
to add flexibility to the concept form development which on its own can drive setting out of external
walls(if created by mass face), floors etc. For example, we can associate the residential block heights
with a global parameter and use it to test changes for planning or to engage with the stakeholders and
drive design decisions quickly.

Figure 14: Global Parameters associated with the Concept Mass Height

Instructions for assigning GP to project parameter:
https://knowledge.autodesk.com/support/revit-products/gettingstarted/caas/CloudHelp/cloudhelp/2019/ENU/Revit-Model/files/GUID-72286CD2-FE52-4936-A71EC64B1527B69A-htm.html

Developing Accommodation Units
One of the most critical decisions for every residential design team and the most frequently asked
question is: “How to model the internal layouts?” The answer, of course, depends on the projectspecific information. There are three workflows for modelling. To be able to pick the right one a user
must first understand the benefits each can offer and the limitations each workflow has.
Accommodation Workflow 1: Linked Models
Workflow 1 is a very well known method. The Accommodation Unit types are modelled in separate
model files. Each of the files is then linked in a residential block or in multiple blocks. The links can be
copied across levels, placed on different worksets, rotated, mirrored etc. For substantial building
developments, the amount of linked instances plays essential role for team working. First, the Rule of
20 will be applicable here. Meaning that even if each of the linked residential types is relatively small
in size, once multiplied by the number required and then by 20 the RAM needed to process and
regenerate views in the Central block model will increase significantly. Links can be unlinked, but this
is hardly an option when the design is still developing, and the team is working on the production of
general arrangement plans or more specific work packages. If this strategy is implemented a
consideration should be given on the following:
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•
•
•

How much of the “internals” will be part of the primary model and how much will form part
of the Accommodation Units models?
If party walls between units form part of the main model and internal stud walls form part of
the linked model, how would rooms be placed?
What about every sub-asset of a flat type like doors, kitchen equipment, plumbing fixtures?
How would they be itemised and adequately labelled in line with standards for BIM Level 2?

One option is to retain the party walls (between different accommodations) as part of the main volume
and model accommodation stud walls, doors, equipment in a linked file. Rooms can be kept in both
models i.e.: the main model contains all spaces bound by external walls and internal main separating
walls, the linked models include the individual living rooms/spaces. The living spaces, however, will
have to be bound at least on one side by a room separation line. The problem with this strategy does
not only come from processing power required. This workflow might be useful for an entirely
standardised residential development where design changes are not likely to occur after a certain point
and where the variation of types and subtypes is minimal. But when it comes to a project where the
internal design is continuously changing, i.e. party walls are moving their location, core walls are
changing, specification of wall thickness is not clear, then it becomes a real pain to edit and always
reload the updated linked models. Speaking from experience, at CDA, we have tested Workflow 1 on
a project with the following specification:
•

14890sq m plot area including 15 storeys PRS Block & PFS Block; 1Hotel, Podium Car Park;
retained existing façade. Seven primary Central Models, three separate models for internal
layouts.

•

Used linked Revit models for flat typologies for design development (RIBA Stage 3).

•

Block 1-Approx. one hundred fifty-five Links with multiple instances of the same.

Figure 15: Workflow 1 example project. The colour overlay defines volumetric strategy.

At one point the team found it impossible to work on the central model in the larger block (in
yellow). This was because the complex façade was causing variations of multiple Accommodation
Unit types internally. With the project advancing towards technical design, the Central models
were becoming more substantial and slower to operate. The culmination point was the day when
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the model failed to open due to corrupt elements and amount of links that were being regenerated
and had to be recovered from an earlier version. The only possible solution at this stage of the
project was to bind all of the links into model groups. This seemingly easy task that requires to
select all link instances and then click “Bind” turned into 48 hours of struggle. There were too many
variations and their instances in the models.
However, there is an application of Linked Models workflow where it can offer benefits for a quick
modelling. A practical example is when a large residential development includes a portion of
townhouses with the same design specification and dimensional characteristics. A small 3 Storey
townhouse can be modelled relatively easy. Information within it can also be advanced to show floor
finishes or general arrangement plans in separate views in the Townhouse Model. This model can then
be linked in a site or a container model for the row(s) of townhouses. The benefits:
•
•
•

Links can be set to display information from the Accommodation Units by Linked View,
reducing the need to repeat the same setup for each house when it needs to be shown in the
larger context and not the original house context.
A “house” linked model, containing all of the information like external and internal elements,
can be replicated easier than by using other workflows. The models can vary by their base level
and still be placed appropriately, rotated, moved etc.
Once past design intent stage the team can bind linked model to model groups and start
advancing the information for construction. Assuming the number of “house models” is within
manageable limits and size.

Figure 16: Workflow 1 example where townhouses were initially separate models, then linked together in two rows forming two different
residential volumes (blue and yellow).

Accommodation Workflow 2: Model Groups
Workflow 2 is a flexible approach towards the design development of the Accommodation Units. If
used correctly, this is probably the best strategy for modelling and information management not only
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for the architectural team but for the entire project team as well. With W2 all Units are modelled and
developed in each of their respective Volume models. Model groups can be nested within other groups.
However, it is best to keep the nesting levels to a minimum. Furthermore the entire floor plate of
repeated party walls or even external envelope can be grouped by floor(Figure 17).

Figure 17: Typical floor plate example utilising three types of model groups. Yellow-external shell (repetitive), Green- main separating floor
elements, Red- Accommodation Units groups.

Model Groups are still popular for their misbehaving when changes occur. Tips for using model groups
workflow:
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure there are no elements hosted to an element outside the group. For example, A
residential entrance door should be hosted in a party wall. Thus it should form part of the
internal party wall group, not the Accommodation Unit group.
Set all walls within the groups to unconnected height. This is important to restrict changes in
building levels to cause the well-known error/warning where groups have to be either
ungrouped or duplicated.
Ensure walls end are not automatically joined to other walls outside their group (right-click on
a wall and disallow automatic join at ends).
Add attached detail groups for dimensions or tags to avoid repeating the same drafting steps
every time detail or annotation is required referencing element within groups.
Consider adding shared parameters for tagging or scheduling Model Groups used for
Accommodation Units, i.e. type, occupancy etc.

All model groups don’t have to be 100% identical. Quite often on a residential project, building storey
height may vary, but the general plan layout would be the same. In a scenario like that, the team does
not have to duplicate all the model groups to change wall height at a particular level. Here are a few
practical steps that can help resolve level difference without adding unnecessary work:
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1. Selection filters. Even though walls are within separate model groups, their instances can still
be selected individually. The selection can apply to all stud or party walls or both per floor.
With saved selection filters, the team can quickly retrieve multiple elements.

Individually slected wall
part of group

Figure 18: Example creating a selection for all stud partitions on a specific level. All chosen walls are part of different model groups.

2. In a section View, draw a reference plane at the bottom of the floor.
3. Retrieve the appropriate selection filter for walls from Manage/ Selection/ Load in the toolbar.
4. Click on Attach Top/Base and attach selected walls to the reference plane placed at the
bottom of the floor slab.

Figure 19: Attaching selected walls to a reference plane at the bottom of slab.

Tip: Why attaching walls within model groups to reference plane and not to a floor?
Reference planes are somehow more reliable. Every time a floor type thickness changes the
walls attached to it would look for the same element. Quite often, Model Groups would trigger
Ungroup/Duplicate message. A reference plane can be associated and set out relative to a
level by using a Global Parameter. This workflow makes it extremely easy to make changes.
Add a Global Parameter for the floor build-up thickness and a calculated parameter for the
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reference plane at the bottom of the floor and you have a smart way to change parameters
and dependent model elements without causing errors.

Accommodation Workflow 3: Family Types
The last essential workflow every designer should be aware of involves creating a family object
containing all of the elements in a Unit. When it comes to BIM Level 2, this is probably not the best
workflow to use, although it could still achieve the same as other workflows but will require more
effort and time in the beginning of a project.
Compared to workflow 1 & 2 above this
method for creating Accommodation Units
is the most economical in terms of
workstation’s
processing
power
requirements. Revit loves Families. Families
do not have the same load as Model Groups
or Linked Instances but they do need the
user to be familiar with the Revit Family
working environment and how to modify or
create parametric objects.

This workflow is also a workaround because, as everyone familiar with Families would know, a wall
cannot be created in a Family because it is a system object. To achieve the desired result, i.e. have a
Family of objects of the living environment including walls and rooms (bounded by walls), the designer
will have to follow the steps below:
1. Start with creating a Component In-Place. Select Walls for Component Category.

2. By extrusion, create a Solid footprint of the wall. Its Length, thickness, height etc. can be
formalised later by adding parameters.
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3. While still in the In-Place Component editor dialogue, select the newly created extrusion and
create a model group of it. Do not exit the editor mode.
4. In the Project Browser navigate to Groups and expand the field. You will find the newly
created group there. Right-click and you can save the group.
5. Notice that when you are saving the group, the file extension is not “.rvt” but “.rfa”,
indicating that the object to be saved will be a Family.

6. Once saved, open the Family and start generating the Unit type, adding furniture, walls,
copying, rotating walls and adding parameters to the Unit Family.
The result of this workflow can be a quite flexible family that has everything needed, including the
ability to host doors and bind rooms. This is a useful workflow when the project Unit quantities are
higher and relatively standard. Parameters can be added for everything, however, editing a family is
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not always easy for a beginner, so careful consideration should be given on timeline and skills of
model authors on which the project delivery relies.

Figure 20: Workflow 3 example result. The family placed in a real project; walls can be joined to external or internal walls, rooms bound
and tagged and doors hosted if needed.

In summary, what workflow is the right for your project would depend on the level of information
required and the timescale for the production of construction drawings 1. A few tips for advancing the
drawing from the concept design:
•
•
•
•
•

1

For Model Groups workflow use Detail Groups for adding detail and setting out dimensions.
For Linked Model workflow consider using Linked Views.
Develop the Family Types needed to include more information. It doesn’t have to be a replica
of the supplier’s product. Keep families simple and vary their representation by “Detail Level.”
Focus on LOD at specific Stage
Document and use View Templates for working packages

Tips given in Live Demo / Presentation
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2. Workflows for Data Management
A large portion of the work on BIM Level 2 project comes from the requirement for information
exchange. It is not only the model that is important anymore. Required information has to be verified
and embedded in the model assets. Naming protocols and strategy for numbering assets should be
followed from the start, as it is often quite challenging to backtrack and implement that information
at the last minute. As already mentioned in the introduction, the main asset on a residential project is
the Accommodation Unit, and as such, all sub-assets it might contain are defined by its unique
naming/numbering. Even in the case where the employer’s requirement for asset register (COBie) only
includes the main mechanical equipment, the architecture team will be required to provide the main
structure for this register. The minimum would be:
•
•
•

Provide building levels and information associated with them – Storey Height, Elevation, Name
Accommodation schedule 1 or information about all spaces
Residential Zones, to distinguish between rooms in different volumes

Information that is always vital for the procurement, delivery and construction of a residential project
is the accommodation schedule, requested by most if not all employer at some point through the
project. While this information can be presented in many formats its content is identical almost always.
The following are two workflows for delivery of data for Accommodation Schedule.
Workflow 1: By Rooms & Phasing
Workflow 1 uses Revit Phases and Rooms to keep information about two different types of spaces.
1. The spaces between the primary partitions and the external walls, define the boundaries of
the Accommodation Units. These spaces (or rooms in Revit modelling terms) contain the
primary information about the dwelling, its type, overall area, volume, occupancy and
anything else that has been required by the client. To avoid conflict with dwelling spaces, the
rooms are placed on Phase 1. Phase 1 has to cover the building sequence before construction
of individual partitions in each Unit. As such, not only rooms but doors, internal and external
walls, floors, roof have to be placed in the same phase.
2. The living spaces contained within each individual dwelling. The walls in each dwelling bind
these Rooms. These spaces contain information referencing: living area, materials finish,

Figure 21: Accommodation Unit Number, Type, Area. Placed on Phase 1.

A schedule of accommodation is an itemised list of accommodation facilities and provisions required by the end user and
normally requested by client of a building project.

1
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height. Quite often these rooms would be used for production of various general arangment
plans by setting the colour scheme of particular view by any of the Room Parameters.

Figure 22: Complete floor plan at Phase 2. Including rooms, room separating walls, assets of the Accommodation Unit.

The objective of this workflow is to ensure room reference data is aligned between these spaces. With
help from Dynamo again, this can be done without the need of manually going through hundreds of
rooms and renaming/renumbering them. (Appendix A, D4) The logical syntax (Figure 23) of the graph
the following:
1. Collect all rooms for Accommodation Units and extract their Parameters
2. Check if the centroid of each dwelling room on Phase 2 falls within the area of any of the
“Rooms” from Phase 1.
3. Transfer the values of the parameters from step 1 to the parameters of all of the rooms that
return “True” from step 2.
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1

3
2

Figure 23: Breakdown of Dynamo Graph for Workflow 1. 1

Workflow 2: By Areas & Rooms
Workflow 2 replaces Rooms from Phase 1 with Revit Areas. Areas are independent of rooms, and as
such, there is no need to use the Phasing in Revit for data management. Areas in Revit are placed in
dedicated views. These views can be used for general arrangement plans and for a precise calculation
of Accommodation Unit Area, which might require different measurement depending on the
Standards for Area measurements implemented on the project. Transfer of values between Areas and
Rooms is possible with the use of Shared Parameters associated with the Room/Area category.
Similarly to workflow 1, a graph can be created and values transferred as needed.

Figure 24: Workflow 2, Area Plan. Area values in orange, room values in blue.

This Dynamo workflow was developed based on an idea from the presentation of Michael Hudson and and Andrea Vannini
Dynamo Hero: Using Revit Scripting Tools to Optimize Real-World Projects

1
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Tip: Data Management/Input/Output/ Transfer
Dynamo is a powerful tool, however, not every user is comfortable using Dynamo graphs, and
sometimes software updates, new releases, lack of packages might cause some hurdles even with the
already tested graph. Therefore it is good to know an alternative approach. DIRoots offer a free plugin
for Revit called SheetLink. Sheet Link offers the user the ability to export Revit schedule to Excel,
change the data in the schedule based on formulas or combination of values and import it in Revit with
an override of the values. This is possible because the plugin exports the unique ID of the element that
was scheduled. This tool can save a lot of time not only when you are trying to transfer data between
cells or object but also when you are trying to number objects based on the combination of other
parameters and sequences. Of course, not all parameters can be changed, but SheetLink can indicate
values that can not be overridden in red.

Figure 25: Export/Import dialogue window of SheetLink for Room Schedule.

Where would that tool come handy? When COBie data is prepared a lot of the values of Rooms would
not be automatically populated. For example, let’s take the Usable Height COBie field. If we model all
ceilings in the dwelling are room bounding, then there is no direct parameter for “bound room height”.
Let’s also assume that we have an open plan room in each Accommodation Unit that has a specific
height requirement despite the change in the ceiling in one part of the room. With SheetLink we can
extract the Name, Number, Volume and the Area of all Rooms in the Model. Then in Excel, we can use
a formula to find the “bound room height”: H= Room Volume/Room Area. Also, we can add an “IF”
formula for all rooms with a specific name to return the desired Height. Then combine the output of
these formulas and replace it in the export of a COBie Room Sheet from SheetLink and Import it back
in Revit. Rooms’ “usable height” values will be automatically updated.
The BIM Interoperability Tools has a Parameter mapping functionality that helps to gather data from
other parameters when data is exported. While useful the parameter mapping does not populate the
COBie parameters in the Model. As such, when exported to an IFC federated file, for example, the COBie
fields will stay empty. This can be avoided by adequately transferring, sourcing or inputing the data in
first place in the Revit model.
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Room bounding ceiling

Figure 26: Room COBie data embedded in Room parameters. The Space Usable Height has to be mapped and extracted from other Room values.

Additional Data Management Considerations for BIM Level 2 Project
Most of the object naming should be preferably set at the beginning of the project development and
as requested by the employer and defined in the BIM Execution Plan. Some renaming of the object is
normal, and various tools can speed up the process of renaming already existing in the template
objects and Families.e. DiRoots FamilyRename Plugin. However, Family Types names originate from
specific nominal object sizes or parameters like fire rating or acoustic rating, for example. Quite often,
the objects change through the design; parameter values change as well. Keep track to changes and
naming is the responsibility of every member of the design team. But human errors are common. One
way to make sure the data that would eventually end up in an asset register is valid is to use Dynamo
to extract dependencies. A typical dependency, for example, is the Door Type name, which quite often
is a combination of the door’s Type Mark, Size, Fire Rating, Acoustic Rating(Appendix A, D5).
Another example is when an instance value is associated with its host, i.e.:
•
•

Doors Fire Rating equals the Fire Rating of their host;
Doors or other objects unique ID Numbers could contain a reference to Accommodation Unit
Number(Appendix A, D6)

Keeping track of many of the object dependencies and validating the data is a difficult task for a human
but it is easy enough for Dynamo when all of the structure and strategy for naming exist and has been
agreed with a client from the very start. This is why most of the work on a project with a BIM workflow
takes place at the initial stages of the projects, as indicated in Mac Leamy’s curve. All of the above
graphs and workflows would not be possible without a standardised framework in place. Therefore, it
is crucial to engage the client as early as possible and negotiate a suitable approach towards data
mining and project delivery that does not leave unanswered questions. And if it is possible to organise
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the requirements in a format that can be translated from Excel, though Dynamo into Revit and back to
the client in any of the required formats.
CLASS SUMMARY:
Implementing BIM Level 2 standards on a residential project offers excellent benefits for clients and
designers if the information requirements are set out clearly and followed strictly. In terms of
visualising the buildings, BIM Level 2 might not offer more than a project from Level 2. However, where
Level 2 standards for information are adopted, the process of coordination, procurement and
construction are much easier, and there is more value from the 3D model. In this class, we have looked
into workflows for achieving client’s requirements by using:
•
•
•
•

Recognised BIM Standards
Revit techniques
Excel & Dynamo
Revit Plug-ins (SheetLink, BIMInteroperabilityTools)

There is more that can be done and said about the process of procurement, design or construction of
large residential developments. BIM Level 2 is a broad topic and variations in utilised standards and
protocols would always exist as long as there are different clients and deliverables. The objective here
was not to master every software, but to understand that with a bit of preliminary work, structure,
preparation of protocols, and some Revit & Dynamo techniques, the team can:
•
•
•

Reduce the need for manual time- consuming tasks
Reduce the chances of embedding wrong data in the federated model
Understand that any ambiguities in terms of information required should be tackled, not
ignored.
Workflows are not created. They are user’s
experiences, tested, reimagined and developed in time.
Choose a progressive workflow that would allow for
the model and data to mature at each stage and not a
regressive one. Regressive workflows are defined by
fast output at the start but often, as the design is
progressing, flows start to resurface and decrease the
general model coordination and data accuracy.

Figure 27: Progressive vs Regressive workflow
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Appendix A: Dynamo Graphs Used in the Workflows
D1: Setting Up Shared Parameters
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D2: Setting Up Worksets
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D3: Auto Project Initial Setup 1
1.
Read Excel data and create Levels with relevant elevation
and name
2.
Read Floor Plan Data and Create Views Based on levels and
data for naming them
3.
Same as 2, but reads different tab referring to Reflected
Ceiling Plans instead and create views
4.
Creates Elevations from scope box and excel data for
naming
5.
Sets the name of drawing sheets from Excel
6.
Node: Sheet.ByNameNumberTitleblockAndView
7.
Adjusts the position of View on the sheet

1
2
3
4
5

1

6

7

A great Source for developing custom project setup graphs, like this one, in Dynamo is the Autodesk knowledge network. Ian Siegel’s tutorials and classes available online are a great starting point.
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D4: Check if Rooms are contained in particular Accommodation Unit and transfer selected parameters to them.
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D5: Graphs for Object type Naming based on Object Properties. Doors example.

1

2
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3

Figure 28: D5.1- Filter/ select objects to be renamed.

Figure 29: D5.2 - Extract project properties. Additional properties can be extracted depending on requirements.
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Figure 30:D5.3 - The Desired syntax of the object name. Each "var" is an extracted value from a parameter. Name also includes text prefix/suffix.
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D6: Object numbering based on Room it is located in. Doors example.

3

4

1
2

1.
2.
3.
4.

Get doors parameter from/to room. Requires door’s “Room Calculation Point” in the Family editor to be enabled.
Specifies the unique ID or other parameter to be numbered based on information retrieved in step 1.
Replaces characters as prefix from “R/” for Rooms to “D/” for Doors.
The desired outcome using Element.SetParameterValuesByName.
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